
Report of Biochemistry Bonanza 23-02-2024 

 

The Department of Biochemistry, Malabar Medical College Hospital &Research Centre 

hosted a vibrant event, "Biochem Bonanza," on February 24th, 2024, to celebrate 

Biochemistry Day in an ardent way. The event aimed to foster student engagement and 

learning in biochemistry through various competitions and activities. 

"Biochem Bonanza" featured a range of competitions designed to challenge students' 

creativity, knowledge, and abilities. The competitions included model making, poster making, 

rangoli, storytelling on biochemistry topics, and a Quiz which was the highlight of the day. 

These activities were conducted among six mentorship groups, each guided by dedicated 

mentors: Dr. Sneha Henry, Dr. Shyam Krishnan, Sangeetha V Joice, Neethu Augustine, Simi 

T K, and Varna EM. 

The event was meticulously led by Dr. Beena Kumari K, the Head of the Department of 

Biochemistry, along with the dedicated team of faculty members from the Biochemistry 

Department. 

Dr Sneha Henry,Associate Professor delivered a warm welcome speech, setting the tone for 

the event and highlighting the significance of celebrating Biochemistry Day. 

The event was graced by the presence of Dr Shajee S Nair, who served as the chief guest and 

led the quiz competition as the quiz master. The inaugural session was presided over by the 

Hon. Chairman, Sri Anil Kumar, who inaugurated the event. Dr. Sudha Anil, Secretary of 

Sree Anjaneya Trust, and esteemed Heads of Departments from other disciplines graced the 

auspicious event and felicitated during the ceremony. The students enthusiastically 

participated in various competitions, showcasing their talent and knowledge in biochemistry 

related domain. Ms.Prajitha V.M.,Dr. Divya,Dr. Hasna and Dr.Jasla ardently contributed to 

the success of the event,demonstrating their enthusiastic support for  our students. 

 

As a concluding remark, Mrs. Sangeetha V Joice, Asst. Professor expressed gratitude to all 

participants, mentors, organizers, and dignitaries for their contributions to the event’s success. 

Winners were selected based on their performance in the competitions and were awarded 

prizes in recognition of their achievements. 

"Biochem Bonanza" was a resounding success, promoting active learning, creativity, and 

camaraderie among students in the field of biochemistry. The event underscored the 

department's commitment to fostering holistic development and excellence among its 

students. 

 



 

 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 


